METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF EXTERNAL OBsolescence OF THE COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE-CASE STUDY

The purpose of the study. Solving the problem of the calculation of aggregate obsolescence of a real estate object in general and external obsolescence in particular, as being less investigated and described in scientific papers is a topical issue. A topical issue being investigated and described in scientific papers is the problem of calculating the aggregate obsolescence of a real estate object, particularly its external obsolescence. The drawback of the existing methods of determining the external obsolescence (except a paired comparison method) is the necessity of storing a great amount of selling or renting data, which is rather difficult within Ukrainian market conditions. Current methods used for the investigation of external obsolescence of commercial real estate which require less data are proposed [ISA, 2017; NSA-1, 2003; NSA-2, 2004].

Methodology. In the process of real estate valuation obsolescence is considered to be an important factor for the valuation of buildings by the cost approach and is determined as sacrifice of utility or loss in value, due to several possible causes [Kharryson, 1994; Ekkert, 1997]. The subject of the investigation and analysis shows a potential gross revenue received from leasing; revenue losses from rental payments; the possibility of gain contingency; and transaction costs, that comprise net operating income. In this case they should serve as a market proof of the level of the rate of return of the real estate being evaluated. The results. Today the value of external obsolescence of the real estate is determined with the use of a large amount of market data. In general, the market comparison is a key position in determining aggregate improvements and depreciation and the aggregate depreciation is the difference between replacement or renewal costs and market improvement value, and depreciated cost of replacement of land improvements is a difference between the selling prices of real estate and market land value. The investigations related to the development of new methods of the estimation of the external obsolescence of real estate have been carried out. In the paper it is proven that for the improvement of the evaluating methodology of real estate and determining its external obsolescence new methods should be applied, which will allow the real estate evaluators to avoid subjectivity in calculations and, subsequently, “legal deficiency” in obtained results. Scientific innovation. Existing methods of valuation of the external obsolescence do not always meet modern market demands and it is necessary to develop new methods having certain advantages over the methods being widely used in practice. The introduction of new methods of calculating the external obsolescence of commercial real estate is important for improving the valuation methodology for modern real estate market of Ukraine. Its practical significance. The investigations enable obtaining the mathematical dependences for determining the correct and scientifically grounded coefficients of the external obsolescence for the commercial real estate property objects. It is feasible to apply the investigations represented in the paper for determining the external deterioration of commercial real estate with the purpose of the calculation of depreciated costs of replacement or depreciated costs with further calculation of its market value [Hubar, 2014, Perovich & Hubar, 2016].
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Introduction

The application of the cost approach requires taking into account the obsolescence of the property in cases of a decrease in a property value due to the decrease in the parameters of its reliability and service properties. The price of real estate is influenced by some external factors such as changes in market environment, limitations of utility, which lower the value of real estate objects [Kirichek, 2016].

With the lapse of time any improvements lose their existing utility, and this causes the necessity of adjusting the cost of replacement (renewal) by the value of depreciation for reflecting the influence on any physical deterioration, functional or external obsolescence of the valued object. Therefore, depreciation is a decrease in the price of real estate object during the life span of land improvements due to their obsolescence appearing under the influence of their exploitation and natural forces (physical deterioration); increasing mismatch between the functional characteristics of the object and current requirements (functional obsolescence); and also negative changes in the external social, economic and environmental conditions of its functioning (external obsolescence).
If drawbacks that appeared in the evaluation can be eliminated, the value of depreciation is determined on the basis of the calculation of the costs of the correction of the physical and/or functional state of improvements being valued or on the basis of direct comparison to the cost of improvements being in the same original state. In the case of nonremovable obsolescence this amount can be estimated only on the basis of direct comparison to the market price of similar properties.

For residential property, the value of external obsolescence is, as a rule, calculated on the basis of the comparison of predicted income from the most efficient utility of similar real estate on the date of the valuation with the predicted income from the most efficient utility of valued real estate object taking into account land improvements; predicted occupancy of the object of valuation under the condition of its most efficient utility with its designed capacity; selling prices of similar real estate objects showing the signs of economical obsolescence to the selling prices of similar real estate objects not showing the signs of such obsolescence, but being similar in other essential features [Kirichek, 2016].

While determining aggregate obsolescence of land improvements, it is necessary to bear in mind that market price for the buildings and constructions located in the places with increasing attractiveness will be the result of simultaneous influence of opposite processes of diminishing prices of the object due to the physical deterioration and functional obsolescence (which are considered to be negative) and increase in price due to external factors (which are positive) [Drapikovsky et al., 2015].

The purpose

Solving the problem of the calculation of aggregate obsolescence of the real estate object and, in particular, external obsolescence has not been extensively investigated and described in scientific publications but is at present quite topical. The drawback of existed methods (despite the paired comparison method) of the determining the external obsolescence is that an valuator must collect vast amounts of data on selling or renting of similar real estate objects, which is rather difficult to accomplish under the modern market conditions in Ukraine. The proposed methods of the investigation of the external obsolescence of commercial real estate require smaller amount of such data. In the work specialized (commercial) real estate is considered as commercial and production one, the latter not being represented solely on the real estate market.

Methodology

External obsolescence is the diminution in price of real estate due to the effect of social and economical factors or negative influence of environment (changes in the real estate market or legislation, disadvantages of the location) causing the decrease in its potential usefulness. The change in external obsolescence due to certain causes is calculated by the formula:

\[ E_o = P_{bas} - P_{eval}, \]

where: \( E_o \) is external obsolescence, c.u. (conditional units, US dollars or Euros); \( P_{bas} \) is a selling price of similar objects before the change of the situation in the market, c.u.; \( P_{eval} \) is a selling price of similar objects after the changes of the situation in the market, c.u.

While physical deterioration and, to a great extent, functional obsolescence can be eliminated by the means of renovation or modernization of the object, the external obsolescence, as usual, is nonremovable.

The valuation of the influence of the close neighbourhood on the value of the object is quite a difficult problem, since it is possible to determine this influence only on the basis of the market data analysis.

One of the methods for the determination of the external obsolescence (the paired comparison method) is the analysis of comparative sale, when one of two objects being sold on the real estate market shows the signs of external obsolescence, but the other does not. The difference in prices allows coming to the conclusion about the value of depreciation caused by the external influence on the object of valuation. Another method for determining the external obsolescence is the comparison of rental income from two objects similar to the object of valuation. One of these objects shows the signs of external obsolescence (for example, office facilities located in the zone of the high level of noise pollution), the other does not. The capitalization of revenue losses due to the existence of this negative factor will characterize the value of external obsolescence [Dehtyarenko et al., 2002; McKenzie & Betts, 1992].

The examples of the external obsolescence include unfavourable changes:

- in demand and supply for the real estate including changes in demand and supply for goods
or services provided by enterprises located in this real estate object which can be general and influence the whole real estate of this kind or special in certain territory and influence only certain kind of real estate;
• its location in relation to transport infrastructure and/or environmental conditions.

Such obsolescence can be temporal or permanent, but cannot be eliminated by the owner or user of the real estate.

Since external obsolescence can change the market attractiveness of the object as a whole, it should be reflected not only in the costs of improvements, but also in the land value. Therefore, during the market data analysis it is important that the influence of external obsolescence on the land value should be isolated from its influence on the value of land improvements, for which it increases the depreciation caused by physical deterioration and functional obsolescence.

Today three methods of valuating the external obsolescent of real estate objects are known, namely, by:
• determining its part in aggregate depreciation;
• analysis of comparative data;
• capitalization of revenue losses.

External obsolescence as a part of aggregate depreciation

If aggregate depreciation of land improvements and coefficients of physical deterioration and functional obsolescence of land improvements have already been calculated, the difference of the values of these factors will show the part (contribution coefficient) in the aggregate depreciation of the external obsolescence.

For example, the industrial commercial property object was sold for 1 million c.u., in which market land value equals 150 thousand c.u. Therefore, market value of the building, that is, residual value (depreciated cost) of land improvements is 850 thousand c.u. At the same time, the costs of renewal of this building on the market on the date of valuation is 1,2 million c.u., general physical deterioration is estimated to be 100 thousand c.u. (removable – 80 thousand c.u., nonremovable – 20 thousand c.u.), and summarized functional obsolescence is to be 40 thousand c.u. (removable – 18 thousand c.u., nonremovable – 22 thousand c.u.). See Table 1 for respective calculations.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation of external obsolescence by the method of determining its part in the aggregate depreciation</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs of replacement of improvements, c.u.</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciated cost of improvements, c.u.</td>
<td>850,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggregate depreciation, c.u.</strong></td>
<td><strong>350,000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical deterioration, c.u., including removable, c.u.</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional obsolescence, c.u., including removable, c.u.</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pooled estimate of physical deterioration and functional obsolescence, c.u.</strong></td>
<td><strong>140,000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of external obsolescence in aggregate obsolescence of land improvements, c.u.</td>
<td><strong>210,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, the value of the correction caused by the external obsolescence is estimated to be 210 thousand c.u. [Drapikovsky et al., 2015].

External obsolescence estimated on the basis of comparative data analysis

The value of the correction caused by the external obsolescence can be calculated by the paired comparison of market data on the selling prices of similar improvements and land sites without development which differentiate only by their environment.

For example, it is necessary to estimate the external obsolescence of land improvements of 54-flat building caused by the nearby location of a new industrial object.

It is known that in general selling prices of flats in buildings of this kind in the influence zone of the
industrial plant decreased to 18 thousand c.u., which is 4 thousand c.u. less than in buildings located outside the industrial zone influence. Such a tendency can be observed in resent selling prices of spare land sites intended for building of this kind of real estate. In particular, the site intended for building of 63-flat residential house in the zone of the negative influence of the industrial enterprise was sold for 56.7 thousand c.u., and site intended for building of the 72-flat residential house outside the zone was sold for 79.2 thousand c.u.

Solving the task:
1. Let us determine the market value of land improvements on the date of valuation:
   - in the zone of negative influence of industrial enterprise:
     \[(18,000 \text{ c.u.} \times 63 \text{ flats}) - 56,700 \text{ c.u.} = 1,077,300 \text{ c.u.}, \text{ or } 17,100 \text{ c.u. per one flat;}\]
   - outside the zone of negative influence of the industrial object:
     \[(22,000 \text{ c.u.} \times 72 \text{ flats}) - 79,200 \text{ c.u.} = 1,504,800 \text{ c.u.}, \text{ or } 20,900 \text{ c.u. per one flat.}\]

2. Then the value of correction for the depreciation of the land improvements caused by the change of attractiveness of the location of the object per one flat is determined:
   \[20,900 \text{ c.u.} - 17,100 \text{ c.u.} = 3,800 \text{ c.u.}\]

3. Let us determine the general depreciation of the land improvements caused by the location of residential house being valuated, inside the zone of negative influence of the industrial object:
   \[3,800 \text{ c.u.} \times 54 \text{ flats} = 205,200 \text{ c.u.}\]

Therefore, the general depreciation of the land improvements of the 54-flat residential house caused by the external obsolescence is 205.2 thousand c.u.

In the given example the change of attractiveness of the location caused the loss of the land value as well as the land improvements. Therefore, for the determination of the depreciation of land improvements from the total external obsolescence of the valuated object, which is equal to 216.0 thousand c.u.: (22,000 c.u. – 18,000 c.u.) \times 54 flats = 216,000 c.u., it is necessary to separate out the value of the depreciation of the land.

For this let us determine a typical fraction of the site value as a part of a value of the residential houses (blocks of flats) in the neighbourhood of the valuated object, which are located inside the zone of negative influence of industrial object and outside such a zone.
   - inside the zone of negative influence of the industrial enterprise:
     \[56,700 \text{ c.u.} / (18,000 \text{ c.u.} \times 63 \text{ flats}) = 0.05;\]
   - outside the zone of negative influence of the industrial enterprise:
     \[79,200 \text{ c.u.} / (22,000 \text{ c.u.} \times 72 \text{ flats}) = 0.05.\]

Therefore, the fraction of the land value in the value of the improved real estate in the zone of object location is 5%, which allows us to assume that land will have the same percentage rate in the total external obsolescence:

\[216,000 \text{ c.u.} \times 0.05 = 10,800 \text{ c.u.}\]

Then, the depreciation of land improvements of the 54-flat residential house caused by the external obsolescence will be 216,000 c.u. \times (1 – 0.05) = 205,200 c.u.

**External obsolescence evaluated on the basis of capitalization of revenue losses**

The external obsolescence can cause of diminution of revenue received from leasing. As a rule, it happens as a result of excess supply appearing in the local market and changes the market attractiveness of the whole object, that is, the land and land improvements.

For estimating such obsolescence, it is necessary:
1. on the basis of the market analysis to determine the value of revenue losses;
2. to capitalize the value of revenue losses for obtaining the value of the losses in the price of the real estate as a whole;
3. to distribute the value of the correction for the total depreciation caused by the external obsolescence of the land and land improvements.

For example, it is necessary to evaluate the external obsolescent of land improvements of the office centre caused by excess supply, which appeared due to setting in operation a new office centre in the neighbourhood. It is also known that the total area of the office facilities in the evaluated object is 5,200 m² and monthly market rental payment for them decreased from 15.0 to 12.5 c.u. per m². The analysis of market data shows that a multiplier of the potential gross revenue is 8.0 and the fraction of the land value in the market price of the office real estate makes up 25%.

Solving the task:
1. Let us determine the amount of annual losses of the valuated object caused by the reduction in rental payments:
   \[(15 \text{ c.u.} – 12.5 \text{ c.u.}) \times 12 \text{ months} \times 5,200 \text{ m}^2 = 156,000 \text{ c.u.}\]
2. Then the reduction of the cost of the valuated object caused by the external obsolescence is determined:
156,000 c.u. x 8.0 = 1,248,000 c.u.

3. The value of correction for the external obsolescence of the land improvements is calculated:

1,248,000 c.u. x (1 – 0.25) = 936,000 c.u.

4. Then the extent of the correction for the external obsolescence of land improvements in percentage terms is determined:

\[
\frac{936,000 \text{ c.u.}}{(1,248,000 \text{ c.u.} + 936,000 \text{ c.u.})} \times 100\% = 43\%.
\]

Thereby, the external obsolescence of the land improvements of the office centre as a result of excess supply is 936.0 thousand c.u., or 43 %.

Practical importance of considered examples of the distribution of external obsolescence among the physical components of real estate consists in the fact, that while determining the aggregate depreciation of land improvement caused by simultaneous effect of physical deterioration, functional obsolescence and external obsolescence, the price loss of the land did not include the improvement costs. However, external obsolescence can concern exclusively lend improvements. As a rule, it appears in the cases, when the real estate is improved more then less than it was necessary [Drapikovsky et al., 2015; Dehtyarenko et al., 2002].

The results

**Proposed methods of valuation of external obsolescence**

*Calculation of external obsolescence taking into account changes of production volumes of objects of commercial real estate*

Commercial real estate includes the estate property which according to its properties is sold very seldom or never, or is leased on the open competitive market for continuing its existing utility, except in cases when it is considered as a part of an operating enterprise. The special character of the estate can be determined by its size, location, construction peculiarities of improvement, or by the combination of these factors. It can be also related to the characteristics of the machines and other equipment installed in the building, or with specific functions or aims which these buildings provide. Typical examples of commercial (specialized) real estate are refineries and chemical plants, power stations, docks, depots, medical service objects etc [Ventolo & Williams, 2005].

Under the current market conditions the application of methods mentioned above is rather problematic, since the extent of the modern development of the real estate market is not perfect and together with the scarcity of data does not enable us to state that these data are reliable and accurate. The method which provides the connection between the value of the external obsolescence and the level of utilizing the industrial capacity of commercial real estate objects is proposed. The valuation of physical deterioration and functional obsolescence of the real estate objects is usually performed without connection with production volumes. However, the value of the external obsolescence can be approximately estimated as the function of a drop in production volumes of the commercial real estate object.

Let us assume that there exists some mutual dependency of production volumes before the change in the market $V_{bas}$ and under the conditions on the date of valuation $V_{eval}$ (after the change of market situation), as well as the prices of the objects under respective conditions $P_{bas}$ and $P_{eval}$.

While the estimation of the external obsolescence of machines and equipment is being conducted, power dependence of the price on the value of the main parameter of the machine is used, and, in our opinion, this dependency can be used for the estimation of the external obsolescence of real estate taking into account the production volume as the main parameter of the real estate object:

\[
\frac{P_{eval}}{P_{bas}} = \left( \mu \times \frac{V_{bas}}{V_{eval}} \right)^K,
\]

where: $\mu$ is a fraction of the value of a price (production volume) of commercial real estate in the value of the property complex; $K$ is a power coefficient of slowdown describing the correlation between the parameters of power dependency.

For applying this method it is necessary to find the selling prices of similar objects in the real estate market which correspond to their different production volumes. Let us assume that following data on the similar object are known:

\[
\frac{P_{eval}}{P_{bas}} = 0.61; \quad \mu \times \frac{V_{bas}}{V_{eval}} = 0.48,
\]

then according to formula (2):

\[
0.61 = 0.48^K, \quad \text{accordingly}
\]

\[
K = \log_{0.48} 0.61 = -0.4943 = 0.6734.
\]

If for the object of valuation $\mu \times \frac{V_{bas}}{V_{eval}} = 0.58$, then:
Now with the use of formula (1), the coefficient of taking into account the external obsolescence of the object of valuation can be obtained

\[ O_e = P_{bas} - P_{eval} = P_{bas} \times (1 - 0.693) = 0.307 \times P_{bas}. \]

Analyzing the result obtained, we can state that the external obsolescence of a given object of valuation is 30.7% from the selling price of the similar objects before the change of market situation.

However, quite often the situations occur when the data on the prices of real estate objects depending on the production volume are absent, and then it is advisable to consider another method of estimating the external obsolescence of commercial real estate.

**Calculation of external obsolescence by taking into account the liquidation value of the real estate object**

Let us assume, that the price of the real estate object (integrated property complex) decreases more slowly, than production does, since at the moment of total halt of production \((V_{eval} = 0)\) the price of the object tends to its liquidation value \(P_{liq}\) \((P_{eval} \rightarrow P_{liq})\).

Let us consider that the price of the object of valuation changes linearly from \(P_{liq}\) to \(P_{eval}\) at the changes of production values from 0 to \(V_{bas}\) (Fig. 1) [Rutgaizer V., 1998].

Using figure 1 and the similarity of triangles, we can write down:

\[ \frac{P_{eval} - P_{liq}}{V_{eval}} = \frac{P_{bas} - P_{liq}}{V_{bas}}, \]  

(3)

From this we will obtain:

\[ P_{eval} = P_{liq} + \frac{V_{eval}}{V_{bas}} \times (P_{bas} - P_{liq}), \]  

(4)

or

\[ \frac{P_{eval}}{P_{bas}} = \frac{P_{liq}}{P_{bas}} + \frac{V_{eval}}{V_{bas}} \times \left(1 - \frac{P_{liq}}{P_{bas}}\right). \]  

(5)

For estimating such values as \(P_{liq}\) and \(P_{liq}/P_{bas}\) it is possible to use the market data or the data published in specialized periodicals. Therefore, let us assume that for similar object:

\[ \frac{P_{liq}}{P_{bas}} = 0.61 \text{ and } \frac{V_{eval}}{V_{bas}} = 0.48, \]

then, applying formula (5), we obtain:

\[ \frac{P_{eval}}{P_{bas}} = 0.61 + 0.48 \times (1 - 0.61) = 0.80, \]

that is:

\[ P_{eval} = 0.80 \times P_{bas}, \]

\[ O_e = P_{bas} - P_{eval} = P_{bas} \times (1 - 0.80) = 0.20 \times P_{bas}. \]
Therefore, having analysed the obtained results, the authors can state that external obsolescence of the given object of valuation is 20% of the selling price of the similar objects before the change of the market situation.

Today the value of external obsolescence of the real estate is determined with the use of a large amount of market data. In general, the market comparison is a key position in determining the degree of aggregate depreciation of existed improvements in compared to new ones. Per se, the aggregate depreciation is the difference between replacement or renewal costs and market improvement value, and depreciated cost of replacement of land improvements is a difference between the selling prices of real estate and market land value. The investigations related to the development of new methods of the estimation of the external obsolescence of real estate have been carried out. In the paper it is proven that for the improvement of the evaluating methodology of real estate and determining its external obsolescence new methods should be applied, which will assist the real estate valuators avoiding subjectivity in calculations and, accordingly, “legal deficiency” in obtained results.

**Scientific innovation**

Existed methods of valuation of the external obsolescence do not always meet modern market demands and it is necessary to develop new methods having certain advantages over the methods being widely used in practice. The introduction of new methods of calculating the external obsolescence of commercial real estate is important for improving the valuation methodology for modern real estate market of Ukraine.

**Its practical significance**

In the work the practical realization of theoretical research is developed. The investigations enable obtaining the mathematical dependences for determining the correct and scientifically grounded coefficients of the external obsolescence for the commercial real estate property objects. It is feasible to apply the investigations represented in the paper for determining the external deterioration of commercial real estate with the purpose of the calculation of depreciated costs of replacement or depreciated costs with further calculation of its market value [Hubar, 2014, Perovich & Hubar, 2016].

**Conclusions**

1. In formerly known three methods of determining the external obsolescence, the necessary condition for conducting calculations is the high level of the development of the real estate market, that is, the existence of enough amounts of data on selling or renting similar objects of real estate.

2. The proposed fourth method requires a much smaller corpus of such data (one object can be enough for the investigation), but these data should be supplemented by the information about the production volumes. Therefore, the approximate value of the external obsolescence is obtained, which is adjusted and made more precise while analyzing the market of real estate.

3. In the fifth method, the analysis of the most efficient use of the real estate should be conducted before determining the external obsolescence. Only after such an analysis the further calculations may be carried out. Along with the production volumes, it is advisable to use the value of the liquidation costs of commercial real estate, which can reduce the amount of necessary data being difficult to obtain at the undeveloped real estate market.

_Further research prospects_ are the generalization and investigations into strengths and weaknesses of the estimating methods of the external obsolescence of real estate with the aim of improving the valuating techniques for current market of real estate of Ukraine. In further investigations the application of correlation analysis is possible, which will allow determining the form of mathematical dependency of the price of real estate on the pricing factors.
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ДОСЛІДЖЕННЯ МЕТОДІВ ВИЗНАЧЕННЯ ЗОВНІШНЬОГО ЗНОСУ СПЕЦІАЛІЗОВАНОЇ НЕРУХОМОСТІ

Мета. Актуальним є вирішення проблеми розрахунку сукцупного зносу об’єкта нерухомості, а особливо зовнішнього зносу, як малю досліджено й описаного у наукових публікаціях. Недоліком існуючих методів (окрім методу парних порівнянь) визначення зовнішнього зносу є необхідність накопичення оцінювачем великої кількості даних продажу або оренди аналогічних об’єктів нерухомості, що у сучасних ринкових умовах України досить складно здійснити. Запропоновано метод дослідження зовнішнього зносу спеціалізованої нерухомості, які вимагають меншого об’єму таких даних [MCO, 2017; HCO-1, 2003; HCO-2, 2004].

Методика. В оцінці нерухомості знос розглядається як важливий чинник для визначення вартості будівель і споруд витратним підходом та визначається як втрати корисності, а отже і вартості за будь-яких причин [Kharryson, 1994; Eckert, 1997]. При цьому предметом дослідження і аналізу є потенційний валовий дохід від здіч у відчутим нерухомості; втрати від недооцінки орендних платежів, можливість оцінки вартості додаткового прибутку збільшує вартість оціненої нерухомості. Результати. Сьогодні величина зовнішнього зносу спеціалізованої нерухомості визначається із використанням великої кількості ринкових даних. Загалом ринкове післявіття є ключовим для визначення ступеню сукцупного знецінення існуючих поліпшень в порівнянні з новими. За суттю, суккупне знецінення є між вартістю заміщення або відновленою вартістю ринковою вартістю поліпшень, а залишкова вартість заміщення земельних поліпшень – це різниця між ціною продажу нерухомості і ринковою вартістю землі. Виконано дослідження пов’язаних із розробленням нових методів оцінки зовнішнього зносу спеціалізованої нерухомості. В статті доведено, що з метою удосконалення методології оцінки нерухомості та визначення зовнішнього зносу необхідно використовувати нові методи, які дозволяють оцінювати унікальні суб’єктивні у розрахунках та відповідно “юридичної цінності” отриманих результатів. Наукова новизна. Існуючі методи щодо оцінки зовнішнього зносу не завжди відповідають сучасним вимогам ринку нерухомості і необхідно розробляти нові методи, які матимуть переваги над методами, що широко застосовуються на практиці. Впровадження нових методів розрахунку зовнішнього зносу спеціалізованої нерухомості важливо для удосконалення методології оцінки для сучасного ринку нерухомості України. Практична значущість. В роботі виконано практичну реалізацію теоретичних розробок. Дослідження дозволяють отримати математичні залежності для встановлення кореляції і обґрунтованих коефіцієнтів зовнішнього зносу на об’єкти спеціалізованої нерухомості. Представлені в роботі дослідження доцільно застосовувати для визначення зовнішнього зносу спеціалізованої нерухомості з метою розрахунку залізничної вартості заміщення або залізничної вартості із подальшим розрахунком її ринкової вартості [Губар, 2014, Перович, Губар, 2016].
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